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SUMMARY:
... Securitization is uniquely suited to cross national borders. ... The innovation of securitization is similar to the innovation of the trust in the Anglo-American legal system in a number of ways. ... Thus, securitization requires a trust mechanism to convert illiquid financial assets (assets of the special purpose vehicle) to liquid assets (obligations of the vehicle). ... The trust resembles only the part of the securitization process that uses the special purpose vehicle. ... They have an interest in maintaining this system and would support one actor to obtain reciprocal support later. ... In this case the client may preclude the innovator from giving the innovation away, at least until the client reaps the value of the innovation. ... While financial merchants are creating model laws, countries and other organizations are preparing securitization laws that are more creditor and investor-friendly. ...

TEXT:

I. INTRODUCTION

Securitization is uniquely suited to cross national borders. This form of financial intermediation consists of several discrete stages designed and executed in different countries, and then linked to form a desired intermediation scheme. n1 While international transactions are usually designed and completed in one country the parts of cross-border securitization are designed and completed in more than one country. n2

The law of cross-border securitization poses two intriguing puzzles. n3 First, actors in cross-border securitization seem to work at cross purposes: they compete by creating unique innovative structures, contracts, and country combinations, but then seem to undermine their competitive advantages by cooperating to convert their creations into standard and uniform rules. Why don't financial and legal innovators protect their creations by trademarks, copyrights and patents, and charge users through licensing? How can these innovators reap any rewards for their efforts?

Part II of the Article addresses this puzzle. It starts by introducing cross-border securitization. The process is defined and analogized to the trust-concept in the Anglo-American legal systems, highlighting the way both institutions facilitate market transactions. Part II of the Article also discusses the cross-border aspect of securitization, comparing it with the development of multinational corporations, and examining the conditions and incentives that drive them to
"cross-borders." The discussion explains what motivates innovators of securitization law to establish their creations as industry standards, and how they benefit by "giving away" their innovations.

A second puzzle posed by cross-border securitization relates to the nature of the law that governs it. By definition, cross-border securitization is not governed by one or even two legal systems. The choice of a jurisdiction may depend on how receptive and accommodating a particular jurisdiction is to securitization.

Theoretically, cross-border securitization can take place without a governing country law, or under a very lax, fully enabling, country law. Yet, market and institutional intermediation are unlikely to arise, let alone flourish, without a legal infrastructure that provides uniform, predictable, stable rules of behavior. Securitization involves both institutional and market intermediation. The process requires a legally binding assignment of financial assets to a bankruptcy-remote special purpose vehicle, a developed securities market and a regulatory system to support it, as well as regulated intermediaries that inspire investor confidence. Predictable laws are especially important in securitization because the process involves several independent parties.

Part III explains how cross-border securitization arose in the first place without a uniform governing law and why it is spreading quickly to so many countries, including those without the necessary financial and legal infrastructures. This explanation is based on the nature of securitization and on the theory of decentralized lawmaking. Because securitization is an intermediation system combining different components, linked together through markets, actors can pick and choose legal systems in the global "market for laws." In addition, parties can contract to supplement inadequate country laws. These private laws are then repeated and accepted as customs - a modern "law merchant," which, in turn are absorbed into model contracts and rules of trade and professional associations, international ad hoc and standing committees, and domestic laws that facilitate the securitization process. This development applies not only to the substance of the securitization transactions but also to their enforcement. Private actors' self enforcement are emerging together with enforcement mechanisms provided by trade, business, professional, government, self regulatory and international organizations. In varying degrees, such enforcement mechanisms are prohibitive, regulatory and permissive.

The laws governing cross-border securitization are developed first by decentralized lawmaking "markets," and then absorbed by centralized lawmaking of communities, large intermediaries, and corporations. However, the laws do not begin in the marketplace and end with centralized domestic lawmaking. In fact, the lawmaking process evolves cyclically with ever increasing pace. Securitization lawmaking is both decentralized, emanating from market actors, and centralized, established by communities and governments. Even after domestic laws are enacted, private innovators continue to create law. Decentralized and centralized lawmaking interact and counter-balance each other's shortcomings. In addition, continued decentralized lawmaking is triggered by a dynamic and complex environment in which the securitization-intermediation process takes place. This Article argues that this seemingly unpredictable process is more efficient and more effective for experimenting and avoiding disastrous mistakes than ad hoc legislation and rule-making.

Is this movement leading to a central lawmaker that would promulgate international law? Although there are calls for such an institution I doubt whether it is likely to arise any time soon. Instead I argue that we will probably see the development of more uniform international norms and a number of market mechanisms for conflict resolution and enforcement. The process resembles a common law on a global scale. Such a process appears when members of a trade or professional group interact to establish their ground rules.

Cross-border securitization is a particularly useful subject for examining legal change, especially in a state environment. Actors in securitization have an enormous degree of freedom to choose their theater of operations in an overall changing legal environment. Their "raw material" is capital - a highly transferable commodity - and their theater of operations is the globe. Yet they need predictable rules and standards in order to operate efficiently. The actors can usually utilize existing legal forms and apply them to any one of the discrete components of securitization without necessarily affecting the entire law applicable to the other components in the process. Therefore, the evolution of securitization law may help provide insight into legal change in similar areas.

II. INTRODUCING CROSS-BORDER SECURITIZATION

This Part discusses the main characteristics of securitization, cross-border aspects of securitization, and the main reasons for the emergence of cross-border securitization.

A. Securitization
1. Securitization as a System of Intermediation

Securitization is a new system of intermediation among savers/investors and borrowers/issuers, merging traditional intermediation systems of markets and institutions. Securitization can arise when institutional intermediaries are inadequately performing their functions. It can be used to by-pass traditional banks and insurance companies or similar institutions that fail to provide adequate financing or services. \(n^{11}\) The United States developed securitization in the 1970s when banks and savings and loan associations did not operate well and did not perform the functions of intermediation effectively. \(n^{12}\)

By merging institutional, in particular banking, and market intermediation, securitization offers many of their advantages while reducing their disadvantages to the parties. Like market intermediation, securitization offers investors liquid securities. Unlike market intermediation, however, borrowers need not issue marketable obligations to the markets; they can borrow from institutions that then securitize the loans.

Like banking, securitization bridges the gap between the demands of borrowers and savers, but it achieves this goal by different mechanisms. For example, the process utilizes rating to reduce information costs to investors, and credit enhancement and diversification of borrowers' loan portfolios to lower investors' risks from borrowers' failures. Further, while banks provide "bundled" services (raising funds, usually through deposits, \(n^{13}\) originating and servicing loans, and holding them to maturity), securitization has "unbundled" these functions, enabling separate actors to perform one or more of these functions and linking the actors through a sponsor rather than one super-intermediary. This "unbundling" and the use of specialized actors can enhance efficiency.

Securitization has undercut the hegemony of traditional banking. However, it offers banks advantages of reducing their risks by selling loans and increasing gains by fee income. Banks and bank holding companies have entered the securitization arena by providing select services in the process including the market functions. \(n^{14}\)

According to neoclassical economics, the securitization process offer global benefits because capital flows to the most productive uses around the globe, providing higher returns for investors. Arguably, however, the process can produce a significant number of losers, especially in those countries that will remain without funding support. Further, cross-border transactions may also facilitate money laundering, tax avoidance, and circumvention of regulatory requirements of particular countries. One example relates to the use of barter to avoid foreign currency restrictions through counter-trades. Thus, U.S. wheat is traded for Soviet vodka, which can be traded to Germany for deutsche marks, which are subsequently exchanged for dollars. Goods and valuables can be bought without using hard currency by "paying" for them with other goods. \(n^{15}\) An example of avoidance of regulation is the movement of U.S. institutional intermediaries to Europe, and the creation of the Eurodollar markets in which U.S. banks engaged in securities transactions in which they were prohibited to engage in the United States. \(n^{16}\) However, the debate about whether securitization is good or bad, and to whom, is beyond the scope of this Article.

2. The Stages of the Securitization Process

The process of securitization is divided into discrete stages, each of which can be performed by a different entity: loans are made; the loans are transferred to a special purpose vehicle (a corporation or a trust); the special purpose vehicle issues securities to investors; the risk posed by the portfolio of the vehicle is reduced through various mechanisms for credit enhancement; and the portfolio is serviced by collecting the borrowers' payments and distributing the proceeds to investors after covering costs. \(n^{17}\)

Like other forms of intermediation, the process funnels capital from investors to borrowers. Unlike banking and market intermediation, however, the process consists of discrete functions or services that can be performed by different entities in different combinations, and these services are available in the markets.

3. Securitization and Trust as Innovations

A comparison of securitization with the concept of "trust" highlights the innovative aspect of securitization and its special qualities. The innovation of securitization is similar to the innovation of the trust in the Anglo-American legal system in a number of ways.

First, both mechanisms use a "splitting technique." The trust splits property rights in a unique way separating control and benefits and vesting them in different parties. Securitization splits property rights in a similar way, and, in
addition, splits the institutional functions usually performed by banks and similar intermediaries, and allows different parties to perform one or more of these functions.

Second, both mechanisms put property in a kind of suspended animation. During the trust period, the trustee acts for the benefit of the would-be owners but he is not subject to their control. Nor is he subject to the control of the previous owner. And even though the trustee controls the property he is not the owner either. A similar situation occurs in securitization. The sellers of the financial assets are no longer the owners. The buyers are only beneficial owners, and the trustee controls the assets but does not benefit from them (except by fees). This trust mechanism is an integral part of securitization.

Third, both trust and securitization encourage market transactions. Trust maintains the simplicity of property law by vesting in the trustee legal ownership towards third parties, yet allows the creation of in personam property rights in the beneficiaries. The property rights of the beneficiaries vis a vis the trustee are very flexible and can be designed by the trustor (with the trustee's consent) in almost infinite ways. Thus, while market transactions by the trustee can be effected through the simple and fixed legal property estates the rights of the beneficiaries against the trustee can be highly complex and varied.

Similarly, securitization splits the loan or obligation transaction. Borrowers are obligated under certain terms. Investors, however, are entitled under other terms. Through the process, the whole or parts of the borrowers' obligations can be converted into securities. For example, assume that a portion of certain financial assets has the equivalent of a treasury bond's zero credit risk. The residual financial assets represent risk above this benchmark zero risk. By using a special purpose vehicle (a trust or a corporation), sponsors are able to isolate the part that represents zero risk from the rest of the risks, securitize these separate parts and sell either or both in the securities markets. As a result, securitization can be extremely complex in creating rights that are subject to sale in the markets. However, when these rights reach the markets they can be offered in the form of simple, standardized and predictable instruments, i.e., securities, which mend themselves better to efficient trading in the markets. Thus, securitization requires a trust mechanism to convert illiquid financial assets (assets of the special purpose vehicle) to liquid assets (obligations of the vehicle).

Fourth, both trust and securitization allow for terms that fit the special needs of the beneficiaries/investors. Trust allows for flexible arrangement among the beneficiaries and trustees and can also be used in different business contexts. Securitization allows for terms that fit the special needs of the investors; it is also sufficiently flexible to accommodate the desires of borrowers, and can also be used in different business contexts.

Fifth, trust and securitization are also used for similar purposes. Historically, the trust was used to by-pass prohibitions on devising assets by inheritance and imposition of taxes; today trusts continue to be used for such purposes. n18 Likewise cross-border securitization can be utilized to avoid taxes and regulation because the activities and the payments can be placed outside a taxing country.

Sixth, trust and securitization are intermediaries. The trust intermediates between beneficiaries and issuers of the obligations in which the trust invests. Similarly, securitization intermediates between investors and borrowers.

Trusts and securitization are also different. As compared to securitization, trusts are established and managed with fewer separate links. In securitization, borrowers may borrow from lenders and lenders may pass the borrowers' obligations to special purpose vehicles, which raise funds from investors and allow these funds to pass through to the lenders to borrowers. In a trust, there are only two distinct links: the trustee issues certificates representing claims against the trust's portfolio and invests the funds in financial instruments. The trust resembles only the part of the securitization process that uses the special purpose vehicle.

In contrast to a private trust, securitization eliminates or weakens the personal relationships between the various participants. This characteristic is a function of the number of investors, and explains why the Massachusetts business trust, n19 serving a large numbers of investors, is similar in this respect to securitization. n20

B. Cross-Border View: Not Only International and Multinational, But Cross-Border

Securitization offers actors opportunities to develop expertise in parts of the process, or draw on expertise available in the global markets. Similarly, the process offers actors opportunities to structure transactions in locations around the globe that provide a receptive environment, and avoid those with a less welcoming and a more costly environment. Further, cross-border securitization allows for efficient and cost reducing credit enhancement mechanisms to lower the cost of capital. For example, foreign investors' cost of evaluating domestic borrowers is higher than the cost of utilizing a credible domestic institution that can provide credit enhancement to investors. The savings can be then divided among
the sponsors, borrowers, and investors. The segmented nature of securitization allows for cross-border design that can optimize efficiency through expertise and cost avoidance.

To be sure, large institutions could perform all parts of the securitization process since they may have internally the required expertise and domestically an attractive operating environment. If the institutions are multinational, they may take advantage of the environment or expertise that is offered elsewhere. However, if cross-border opportunities outside the institution are more attractive, such institutions may still take advantage of these opportunities.

Securitization should be contrasted with a unitary financial institution that combines under one roof most or all financial services, from lending and funding to insurance and distribution of marketable securities. The difference between the two is the extent to which central control and planning plays a part. The securitization regime allows one or more entrepreneurs to perform particular services and combine them through market intermediation. Loans, insurance (credit enhancement), distribution of securities, management of pools of financial assets, loan servicing, and legal and accounting services can all be bought in the markets. Although there are many combinations of in-house and outsourced services in both cases, securitization does not require a guiding or governing hand throughout the process. In that sense it is more market than institution oriented. Securitization leaves more freedom to entrepreneurs and initiators than institutional planning would.

Cross-border securitization allows each link in the process to be performed in a different country. One way in which to understand the process is by analogy to multinational corporations. For example, United States corporations have long exported their products to foreign countries. In that sense the corporations were engaged in international business. At some point, however, these corporations become multinational. The transition occurred when the managements of these corporations began to view the whole globe as their theater of operation. They no longer assumed that their manufacturing, marketing, or purchasing should be located exclusively in the U.S. Instead, they established various parts of their operations in different countries. This global view has changed the strategies of the corporations in a fundamental way. No longer were the U.S., its plants, employees and currency the starting points of management planning. A decision on where to build a plant required a survey of the globe in terms of cost, transportation, markets, political stability, and other environmental factors, as well as the relationship between other globally dispersed parts of the enterprise.

Cross-border securitization reflects a similar method and view, whether the decision makers are intermediaries, investors or borrowers. The main actors, however, are the sponsors. A decision to securitize across particular borders depends on (i) opportunities to create an inventory of financial assets by originating, buying, or selling; (ii) optimal regulation and tax laws; (iii) various risks and their levels; and (iv) absence or presence of an institutional or legal infrastructure. In such a case, cross-border securitization serves as an alternative to missing laws or appropriate intermediaries.

In cases where the domestic legal, tax or regulatory accounting framework makes securitization difficult, but where the law permits transfers of title, an alternative may be to structure a transaction in an "offshore center" and to launch the issue in the Euro-markets. For countries whose currency is not widely used internationally and which do not intend to function as major international financial centers, this may be an efficient means of gaining the benefits of securitization without major changes in domestic infrastructure.

Offshore securitization can be condemned as a means of avoiding regulation, tax rules, and currency exchange restrictions. Cross-border securitization also can be praised as a valuable tool for using the best combination of securitization actors and activities around the globe. The judgment depends on the viewers' point of view.

Cross-border securitization develops when the optimal conditions for securitization are absent in the country where investors, originators or borrowers reside. Optimal conditions include a business and legal infrastructure to support the securitization process and absence of taxes or regulation that sponsors of the process find burdensome. Thus, when legal systems do not allow, or put burdens on, assigning or selling financial assets, they create an almost insurmountable barrier to securitizing assets in their jurisdictions. For example, there are gaps in Italy's legal and regulatory framework, including the lack of specific legislation, problems involving taxation, and legal aspects involving transfer of title that impede securitization in that country. European countries do not have a trust concept. That makes it difficult to establish a special purpose vehicle.

Where such barriers exist, financial assets originated in one country are often structured in another country. For example, London is the location of major sponsors that package assets originated in other countries and distribute the
securities backed by these assets. The securities are structured to meet the demands of investors in particular markets; for example, the European market. The special purpose vehicles used to securitize these assets, however, are often located not in London but in other financial centers, such as the Channel Islands. n29

Similarly, because infrastructure is inadequate, no mortgage backed securities have been issued in Italy "but a small number of car loans and leases have been securitized, mainly using offshore SPVs." n30 The process of building an infrastructure is sometimes piecemeal. For example, Japan's government allowed leasing and consumer credit companies to sell receivables to offshore special purpose vehicles before it allowed securitization in Japan. n31 Cross-border securitization will follow after Japan accommodates the securitization process.

Sometimes developing countries seek foreign investors to help modernize and discipline their domestic intermediaries and borrowers (including issuing enterprises). n32 If, for example, banks in a particular country do not perform their lending functions prudently, others can perform their functions. The new lenders can be other domestic institutions, but even more importantly, they can be foreign entrepreneurs, provided the country's government accepts foreign lenders.

Markets can discipline domestic banks even absent foreign lenders. If the domestic banks desire to sell their loans abroad, the underwriting standards and specifications will be dictated to a large extent by the buyers. For instance, in the United States, GNMA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which are the largest mortgage buyers, virtually establish the underwriting standards for mortgage lending, and thereby affect the prudence standards of U.S. banks that are mortgage lenders. n33

Interestingly, the buyers have an incentive to reduce the costs of origination. Based on the statistical data that they have accumulated, they have reduced the information that they require the borrowers to provide. While small banks may continue to demand of their borrowers detailed information and spend their resources verifying the information, Freddie Mac needs only the information that is relevant to its enormous pool of mortgages. Details that constitute a "wash" or are not statistically significant can be eliminated. Originating lenders, whether banks or mortgage bankers or others, can reduce their information costs which lowers the transaction costs and ultimately the borrowers' costs.

Securitization has exposed lending banks to competition from other lenders that used to finance their operations by borrowing from banks, thus incurring higher cost of capital. If these lenders have available to them buyers of the loans, they need less capital, or only interim capital to make the loans and assemble loan portfolios for sale. These non-bank lenders, with lower cost of operations, pose serious competition to banks.

In such cases, the government's regulatory role is reduced because sophisticated buyers who have power to demand loans made prudentially. Thus, these buyers impose on lenders market discipline and relieve the government of the regulatory burden. Market buyers and competition sanction banks for adopting lax underwriting standards in violation of the regulatory standards.

A similar idea was voiced in the 1997 conference: Comparative Study of Internationalization of Emerging Markets and Its Application to China, Beijing, China. At this conference, it was suggested that even if China does not necessarily need foreign currency it needs foreign investors to exercise market discipline on state enterprises that are privatized by issuing securities to investors. For example, foreign investors could insist that these issuers adopt internationally acceptable accounting systems. n34 Today, countries have incentives to cooperate in regulating securitization and other forms of intermediation because high capital mobility can make each country's investors hostage to the other countries' policies.

Although the sponsors of securitization do not necessarily make it their priority, they serve some countries by offering an alternative to ineffective institutional intermediaries in these countries. Sponsors that realize the benefits they bring in this respect use these benefits to support their request for entry and changes in the legal infrastructure of the countries.

Cross-border securitization encourages foreign investments. Investors have a "home bias," n35 because foreign investments pose risks related to lack of information, foreign exchange, and government actions. n36 Nonetheless, investors are attracted to foreign investments by the promise of higher returns. Cross-border securitization offers them risk diversification, and an alternative to investments in foreign projects that is more liquid. n37

C. Innovators in the Area of Cross-Borer Securitization Seem to Give Away Their Innovations Instead of Creating Property Rights in Them. How Are the Innovators Compensated For Their Investments and Efforts? Why Are They Interested in Standards Based on Their Creations?
Presumably, those who create innovative cross-border securitization models expect to recoup their costs and reap rewards. They invest time and creativity (which may be a limited resource). They assume the risk that their innovation would not be marketable, or will not receive the necessary government approval, or that their innovations will have a short life span.

1. Why Don't Innovators Try to "Propertize" Their Innovations? One way in which innovators could reap rewards is by seeking trademarks, copyrights and patents to propertize their innovations and extract payments from those who would wish to use or copy them. Yet, it seems that innovators in domestic and cross-border securitization, like those in the financial services area, rarely resort to these measures. n38

2. Giving Innovations Away

By and large, innovators seem to give away their innovations. In some cases they have no choice. When innovators need to obtain regulators' approvals for their structures, they "give away" their ideas to competitors when approvals are publicized. But innovators give away their unique creative structures voluntarily by advertising in law review articles n39 and on the Internet. n40 They compete for a chance to speak at conferences attended by lawyers. n41 They work with peers on uniform contracts and model laws in trade and professional associations, n42 United Nations projects, n43 and other international organizations. n44

Presumably, advertising their innovation and participating and leading movements to design a uniform law bestows on the innovators prestige and enhances their reputation. Standardization and publication of a proven innovation allows innovators to "sit on their laurels," at least for a while. It also allows them to meet other movers and shakers in their area and learn from them. There is a great satisfaction in having an impact on the law of countries and the work and life of many persons. However, these activities generate costs rather than monetary rewards for work done.

The answer to this puzzle seems to contain both the negative aspects of attempting to create enforceable copyright, patent, and trademark rights, on the one hand, and the far more fruitful and profitable results of giving the innovation for free. In the area of financial services, recapturing of the costs and reaping the monetary rewards from innovative structure through trademarks, copyrights and patents has been unsuccessful. First, the name of the product is rarely unique, and other descriptive names are abundant. For example, the creators of the "hub and spoke" structure for mutual funds have taken a trademark and patent on the name and structure. n45 However, other lawyers and the regulators chose "master-feeder funds" to describe essentially the same structure, thus by-passing the trademark issue. Later, the patent was not recognized. n46 Today, computerized investment management systems are of "suspect value." n47 Second, the innovative structure itself can be used with sufficient variations that would distinguish it from the original. Third, it is very difficult to shelter financial innovations under existing laws. Fourth, copyright protects software code, but not the ideas underlying the code, allowing competitors to duplicate the ideas by designing different codes that achieve the same result. n48

Clearly financial innovators incur substantial costs in creating new products and bear the risk of losing their competitive edge if these innovations can be easily and quickly copied by others. Therefore, unless protected by copyright and patent laws, these costs and risks may dampen the incentives of innovators to innovate. In response there is also a suggestion that current laws provide some protection for such innovations, and that innovators should take advantage of the laws. n49 More importantly, it seems that innovations in the financial area, including securitization, are abundant, suggesting that there is little need to provide innovators more incentives to produce novel products.

In contrast, and paradoxically, "giving away" an innovation provides many monetary benefits. To begin with, these giveaways may not be complete. Unlike disclosure in applications for patents, disclosures of innovations in advertising, presentations or professional publications are not as complete and detailed. Certain experiences, drawbacks and danger points are likely to be omitted. Some say that following cookbooks of famous chefs rarely seems to produce dishes that taste as the chefs' dishes do. That is not necessarily done by intentionally avoiding an important ingredient from the recipe (although some cooks would be tempted to do so). In a complex area with different actors, it is difficult to transfer fully information in such publications so that the reader can replicate the activity without hands on guidance. Just as the water, cooking utensils, and ingredients may not be identical to those used by the author-chefs, so will the quality of the financial assets, the type of clients and the legal environment of the transactor differ from those of the innovators. These differences may produce difficulties for the novices.
Second, to be valuable, innovations must be recognized and followed. Innovation can be costly to users because there is less information about their effects; their novelty produces uncertainty that may result in failure and losses. The greater the use of the innovation, the lower the users' risks would be, and the more users will be willing to adopt it. A broad adoption of an innovation verifies and enhances its value, thus proving the success of the innovation. Therefore, innovators may initially give away their innovations to produce broader adoption.

Third, if potential clients are convinced of the value of the innovation, they seek the innovators' services. Repeat performance is far less costly to the innovators than to their competitors. Even as compared to peers, innovators have an advantage during the learning period of their competitors. Some service providers would be happy to resort to the innovators because their cost of learning outweighs their benefits if their clients seldom seek these services. Thus, innovators benefit from peers' referrals.

Fourth, innovators reap the rewards of prestige from enhancing their reputation. For some people, these rewards may be the main driver.

Some of the advantages described above are not available except under certain conditions: First, the innovation must be complicated. Otherwise the innovation can be easily replicated, and novices will be less eager to pay innovators for guidance. Second, the recipients of the innovators' services must be peers, colleagues, and clients. They have an interest in maintaining this system and would support one actor to obtain reciprocal support later. Third, the system will work best in a specialized industry. Repeated transactions tend to produce efficient industry norms, and, as the discussion in the following section demonstrates, in a specialized business, the maintenance of these norms is valuable to all members. n50

In some cases, if an innovation is prepared for a client that values the advantage of being "the first" or if the transaction is very large, the client is usually able to reward the innovator because the expected profits are very high. In this case the client may preclude the innovator from giving the innovation away, at least until the client reaps the value of the innovation. The creator, however, is fully compensated at the outset.

The question is whether we need to shelter the innovations through property law. The main reason for sheltering innovations is to provide innovators with incentives, monetary or otherwise, to spend their energies on such innovations. When such incentives are missing, the imposition of financial barriers on the use of innovations and the free flow of ideas may be justified. Yet innovative designers in the securitization area seem to have ample incentives to continue to innovate, as is demonstrated by the extent to which securitization and cross-border securitization have spread all over the world. Until the creativity of these innovators dries up for lack of incentives, there is little justification to impose barriers on the free use of these innovations.

In sum, innovators in the securitization area are rewarded by advertising their innovations and sharing them with their peers. This method of reward is crucial to the development of the law of cross-border securitization, and to the process by which this law is created. This topic is discussed in the following Part.

III. HOW CAN CROSS-BORDER SECURITIZATION EXIST WITHOUT A UNIFORM LAW?

By definition, cross-border securitization is not governed by one legal system. n51 Securitization may take various shapes and forms and have different effects on participants depending on which of its parts resides on which countries' shores. Theoretically, cross-border securitization transactions can be effected with no governing country law, or under a very lax fully enabling country law.

Yet, neither market nor institutional intermediation can be created, let alone flourish, without uniform, predictable, stable rules of behavior that govern their participants' activities. How, then, did cross-border securitization arise in the first place? And how come it is spreading so fast to so many countries, including those without the full financial and legal infrastructure that securitization requires?

A. Creating Securitization Law

The law of cross-border securitization consists of many country laws, usually chosen by private actors. Therefore, the identity and substance of these laws are not uniform. Two general related questions arise in this context: When is uniform, standardized law preferred to non-standard law of the parties' choices? A related question is: how should decentralized markets and centralized authorities interact as lawmakers and enforcers? This section highlights these difficult issues in the context of cross-border securitization, and helps understand why a less uniform law is effective in this area.

The issue of imposed uniform law versus parties' choices is closely related to the issue of the interaction of market and central authorities as lawmakers for business transactions. Professor Robert Cooter has argued that the "law merchant" designed by parties in a lawmaking decentralized market is more efficient than, and therefore preferable to, law enacted by a central power, such as a community, or a government. In Professor Cooter's opinion, central lawmakers should absorb the substance of laws created in a market process, generally in a permissive rather than mandatory mode. \(^{n52}\)

Uniform centralized law and market laws of the parties' choice pose costs and offer benefits. \(^{n53}\) Uniform laws are more predictable, reducing the parties' costs of information, uncertainty, and learning. In contrast, less predictable market-unique arrangements require parties to engage in continuous inventing, and to incur higher negotiation and enforcement costs because the behavior of others is not subject to default rules, and is less predictable.

Uniform laws, however, increase the parties' costs by imposing one size on many transactions, regardless of fit or parties' needs; by limiting experiments and innovations; and by delaying quick adaptation that is crucial in volatile situations. Further, uniform laws established by a centralized lawmaker are not likely to be as efficient as market laws. Centralized laws present compromises necessary to reach acceptance by a larger number of stakeholders with different, and perhaps conflicting, incentives and agendas.

Most legal systems develop through both centralized and market lawmaking. Cross-border securitization, however, provides an example of a leading decentralized lawmaking where the predominant forces that shape the law are anchored in ad hoc market transactions. There are a number of reasons for this development.

First, cross-border securitization is an innovation that allows actors to greatly minimize, if not fully escape, centralized country laws, in favor of alternative legal systems. Just as securitization reduces the costs of doing business under inefficient intermediation systems, cross-border securitization reduces the costs of doing business under inefficient country laws. These costs seem to be greater than the costs of non-uniform applicable law.

Second, especially in its initial stages, cross-border securitization requires that parties be free to design the applicable law, even at the expense of uniformity. That allows parties to experiment, and to reduce their learning costs by contracting on applicable domestic laws. \(^{n54}\)

Third, securitization in general is less sensitive to the benefits of uniformity. Because securitization is fragmented, the law governing the process can be fragmented as well, to fit the actors' needs. For example, for public distribution of asset-backed securities sponsors are likely to choose a jurisdiction with active securities markets, such as the United Kingdom or the United States whose laws are adequate to accommodate this aspect of securitization. \(^{n55}\) For private placement of securities to large sophisticated investors, sponsors may seek jurisdictions that do not strictly regulate securities issuance and sales, because these investors may choose to require of sponsors the information they need.

Fourth, because securitization is a "wholesale" business involving large amounts, the cost of non-uniform law can be distributed over a large number of ultimate investors.

2. The Quest For Uniformity

While actors continue to create ad hoc unique transactions, they also gradually work towards more uniform laws. Accepted and repeated designs or contracts become "vanilla" documents, emerging as customs, which, in turn, are adopted as model contracts and rules by trade and professional associations, organizations of intermediaries, international ad hoc and standing committees, and regulators' organizations. All these represent a modern "law merchant," eventually absorbed into domestic laws that facilitate securitization. \(^{n56}\)

The movement to unification has appeared on various fronts. Regulators are fostering unification on the international level; \(^{n57}\) others are advocating alternatives to uniform substantive securities regulation by reducing investors' information costs through private actors such as rating agencies and investment company managers. \(^{n58}\) A number of countries have amended their laws along the models of private and international models. \(^{n59}\) Puerto Rico has recently adopted the Uniform Commercial Code. \(^{n60}\) Some countries have adjusted their laws in light of the models. \(^{n61}\) Some have adopted foreign laws in full, directly or by reference. \(^{n62}\) Some countries chose to maintain their laws rather than accommodate the securitization process but have allowed domestic actors to securitize financial assets by transferring the assets to offshore centers. \(^{n63}\)
Organizations like the National Law Center for Inter-American Free Trade are preparing model forms and laws. A 1995 publication of the Organization for Economic Co-operation described the trend of securitization stating "the pattern of transference has been for techniques first perfected in the United States to be introduced in the euro-markets and thence in other national markets." The International Institute for Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) and the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) are working to create uniform rules for cross-border assignments. The United Nations too has established a working group preparing a law to facilitate securitization.

While financial merchants are creating model laws, countries and other organizations are preparing securitization laws that are more creditor and investor-friendly. The Organization of American States is drafting a model law on secured transactions. So is the EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development), an institution that helps countries in Eastern Europe to privatize their enterprises and in the process securitize their financial assets as well. Thus, the law of securitization is being developed in the markets, by communities, and by governments. Even after domestic laws are enacted, private innovators continue to innovate. Arguably, the reactive effect of law merchant on centralized lawmaking optimizes the efficiency of law.

Some countries have enacted specific laws regulating securitization. The United States did not enact such a law, but legislated to meet particular problems in the tax, securities regulation and commercial law areas. Arguably, this method allows markets to develop the securitization process, and the government to interfere whenever a problem arises. Yet, it lacks uniformity and a cohesive treatment of the subject.

The process of unification is not necessarily smooth especially on an international level; problems may stem from the very nature of securitization, the conversion of illiquid financial assets into liquid financial assets, and from the different approaches taken by the various actors.

3. Enforcement of Securitization Law

Securitization law is enforced both by government apparatuses and by private parties. In the international arena, as the reach of government regulators is reduced, various forms of private enforcement are playing a greater role.

One effective form of private self-enforcement appears in dealings among few actors that interact and depend on each other long-term. This relationship fosters trust and reduces the cost of verifying members' assertions and promises because, over time, their behavior becomes more predictable. Interdependence provides self-enforcing sanctions against violators of this trust. Self-regulatory organizations perform in a similar fashion, among a larger number of members, and are especially effective if membership is required in order to practice a trade or profession or use special benefits that the organization offers.

Reliable, regulated intermediaries also provide an effective private self enforcement, especially for interaction among strangers. Intermediaries create an "impersonal trust" for such strangers - a trust in the system that the intermediaries would enforce. Intermediaries have been performing this function for centuries, for example, by paying on presentation of bills of lading and more recently honoring credit card charges. Similarly, intermediary money managers play a crucial role in cross-border investments, where investors need trusted representative most. Finally, a semi-private enforcement arises when parties choose the country forums for their dispute resolutions.

However, these private enforcers may be unable to cope with the growing number of actors. Hopefully, in time, domestic legal systems and the community of international intermediaries will absorb the modern international "law merchant."

IV. CONCLUSION: LEGAL CHANGE

Maintaining existing law, on the one hand, and changing the law, on the other hand, involve costs and benefits. As compared to the status quo, change is costly in terms of learning and adaptation, and greater uncertainty. However, as new problems arise and the environment changes, existing laws must respond and adapt. For example, securitization was invented to address problems caused by a transformed environment that existing institutions failed to solve. Cross-border securitization was invented to address problems caused by existing legal and business environments that failed to accommodate the securitization process.
There is an on-going tension between maintaining existing laws and changing them. In principle, an efficient change is that in which net gains from new arrangements exceed net gains from existing arrangements, which the new may destroy. Such a calculation, even if possible, is outside the scope of this Article.

Law can be changed by central lawmakers, such as government, and acquire the force of law upon passage. Law can be changed by markets - piecemeal and incrementally - and acquire the force of legal custom upon substantial following or adoption by central lawmakers. Cross-border securitization law starts in market lawmaking, which seems appropriate. Introducing a new financial process in a volatile environment requires experimentation, and substantial following. Markets offer more freedom from institutional constraints and require at the outset fewer risk-takers and lower consensus. n81 Lawmaking markets produce a greater variety of responses to problems, and limit the adverse effect of unsuccessful experiments. n82

Private sector actors have incentives to both innovate and standardize the law. Securitization, domestic and cross-border, offer incentives for these actors to innovate. The subject matter of the law is sufficiently complex, so that numerous other actors find it less costly to resort to the innovators rather than learn the area and master the innovation. Also, the dollar amounts involved in the innovative transactions are sufficiently large to cover the innovators' development costs. These rewards are generally higher than licensing fees from trademark, copyright and patent protections. Therefore, in securitization and similar cases lawmaking develops in decentralized markets.

If these conditions are not met, innovative lawmaking is likely to develop by a central authority, such as a government or a large private sector corporation, and market law is likely to follow. However, in both cases market and central lawmaking complement each other. Standards follow unique innovations. Private sector innovators take active part in introducing standards that culminate in rules, and countries pass laws that accommodate securitization (by special laws addressing the process or by adjusting existing laws that hinder the development of securitization). This process has the earmarks of the common law "muddling-through," n83 experimenting, adapting, and adjusting. Uniformity, however, is close by.

It is unlikely that the law of cross-border securitization will be enacted and enforced by a central international lawmaker any time soon, even though calls for such an institution have been heard. n84 Instead, uniformity in international norms will probably emerge through mechanisms such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, cooperating governments and regulators, n85 regional markets seeking a more homogeneous institutional and legal infrastructure, n86 bodies developing principles and models of law, n87 and private agreements feeding customary laws that, like precedents, gain coercive momentum as they are replicated over time. Cross-border securitization is indeed without law in the traditional sense, but it is not lawless.
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